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Join us for the College of Medicine Tucson's Founders Day
Honoring Todd W. Vanderah, PhD
Noon - 1 p.m. Friday, Nov. 16, DuVal Auditorium
This year’s speaker is

Todd W. Vanderah, PhD

Todd W. Vanderah, PhD
Chairman and Professor of Pharmacology
Professor, Anesthesiology
Professor, Neurology
The following criteria is used to select the Founders Day speaker:
"A faculty member who embodies an investigator whose research
has a continuous thread of significance and who can effectively
present that research with enthusiasm, vigor and inspiration."
The Origin of Founders Day
The foundation for excellence in teaching, research, service and patient
care, on behalf of the people of Arizona, was established when The
University of Arizona College of Medicine was dedicated on November
17, 1967. Ceremonies before 1,500 guests celebrated nearly a decade
of effort by Arizonans to build a medical school. The Basic Sciences
Building opened in September 1967, just one day before the first group
of 32 medical students began classes. Four years later, the Clinical
Sciences Building and the University Hospital (known today as The
University of Arizona Medical Center) were completed.
Please register to attend today:
https://medicine.arizona.edu/webform/founders-day
Faculty, staff, and students at the North Clinic and South Campus
are encouraged to bring a brown bag lunch and meet in a common
space to watch the ceremony.
•
•

North Clinic: BUMN 10116
South Campus: BUMCS 3039 Administration Boardroom

About the UA College of Medicine – Tucson

The University of Arizona College of Medicine – Tucson is shaping the
future of medicine through state-of-the-art medical education programs,
groundbreaking research and advancements in patient care in Arizona
and beyond. Founded in 1967, the college boasts more than 50 years
of innovation, ranking among the top medical schools in the nation for
research and primary care. Through the university’s partnership with
Banner Health, one of the largest nonprofit health care systems in the
country, the college is leading the way in academic medicine. For more
information, please visit medicine.arizona.edu
Follow us: Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | LinkedIn
Contact: Ross Dubois, 520-626-9037, duboisr@email.arizona.edu
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